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Based on a representative sample of the Dutch population (N=2467), we test four hypotheses about how utilitarian individualism influences the responsibilization of work-related risks (i.e. the risk of dropping out of work because of unemployment, disability, or sickness). The risk society hypothesis understands utilitarian individualism as a laissez-faire ideological orientation and assumes it to lead to individual responsibilization. The blame culture hypothesis conceives utilitarian individualists as consumer citizens and predicts the reverse – that those concerned expect to be protected by the government. The resentment hypothesis assumes that particularly utilitarian individualists with a vulnerable labor-market position individualize responsibility, because they distrust those who share their fate more than others do. The narcissism hypothesis reverses this logic, because it assumes that utilitarian individualists’ narcissistic self-centeredness entices them to make others responsible for their own risks. The two hypotheses predicting an individualization of work-related risk due to utilitarian individualism are both confirmed, whereas the two hypotheses predicting it to result in their collectivization are both rejected.
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Introduction

Local and private collective provisions that have been created to compensate for the loss of income as a result of unemployment, sickness, disability, or old age, have steadily developed into national social security systems that have emerged in western countries during the twentieth century (De Swaan 1988). However, as a result of the spread of a neoliberal ideology across the globe since the 1970s (Dobbin, Simmons, and Garrett 2007; Peck and Tickell 2002), the self-evident collective responsibility of national governments for handling the risk of dropping out of work, has increasingly become controversial.

Making a shift from income protection to social activation of those who do not, or not yet, participate on the labor market, so as to effectively develop or mobilize their labor potential, is central to the neoliberal policy discourse about the welfare state (Gilbert 2002). This discourse implies that even when external factors are major determinants of the risk of dropping out of work, citizens are still held personally responsible for their participation on the labor market. It hence understands citizens as rationally calculating individuals who try to acquire, maintain, or
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recapture a secure position on the labor market rather than as members of a community that aims to share work-related risks evenly (Stone 1997). Enforcement agencies, for example, no longer only see to the protection of employees by employers, but also force the former to refuse unsafe work themselves and to actually make use of available personal protective equipment (Gray 2009). This transformation of the welfare state entails a shift from Emile Durkheim’s ‘moral individualism’, which emphasizes the humanity that individuals have in common, to what he calls ‘utilitarian individualism’, and that considers people as self-centered rationally calculating individuals (Durkheim 1973 [1898]; Bellah et al. 1985). As such, this type of utilitarian individualism constitutes the ideological kernel of neoliberalism.

The extent to which supporters of utilitarian individualism are actually inclined to render individuals themselves responsible for the risk of dropping out of work because of unemployment, sickness, or disability – i.e. work-related risks – is however quite contested. Whereas some scholars have indeed argued that utilitarian individualism results in individual responsibilization of work-related risks, others have contended that it results precisely in its opposite, i.e. in a collective responsibilization of risks, as exemplified by the conviction that the state should make sure that people can participate on the labor market irrespective of whether they are to blame for their misfortunes themselves. Again others assert that the extent to which support of utilitarian individualism correlates with either individual or collective responsibilization depends on the vulnerability of their own labor-market position. Remarkably, then, the various theories all link utilitarian individualism to the responsibilization of work-related risks, yet do so in strikingly different ways. Therefore, in this article, we study to what extent utilitarian individualism actually leads to either individual or collective responsibilization of work-related risks and to what extent this relationship depends on the vulnerability of one’s own labor-market position. We will do so on the basis of a self-administered questionnaire among a representative sample of the Dutch population.

We start with an elaboration of the various theories about the impact of utilitarian individualism on the responsibilization of work-related risks. We then proceed with a discussion of the data collection and the measurement. Finally, on the basis of our findings pertaining to the tenability of the various hypotheses, we will reflect upon the implications of our study and its limitations.

Explaining the responsibilization of work-related risks

Individual responsibilization

Beck (1992) relates reflexive modernization to individual responsibilization of work-related risks. Reflexive modernization signifies that inequalities between the sexes and classes characteristic for the industrial society gradually and unconsciously disappear and make way for a risk society with a more universal, individual obligation to participate on a flexibilizing labor market (Beck 1995). Beck maintains that the central position of the nuclear family with a male breadwinner and a female spouse who takes care of the household is gradually giving way to a situation in which both spouses participate on the labor market. Moreover, lower class descent is no longer accepted as an excuse for an unfavorable and insecure labor-market position. Instead of increasing freedom of choice, reflexive modernization hence entails a conviction that individuals are themselves responsible for the
course of life they choose in terms of the risks these choices incur for under schooling, sickness, labor insecurity, and unemployment (Zinn 2008): ‘In essence, the burden of risk migrates from the jurisdiction of institutions to the individualized sphere of personal decision making’ (Mythen 2005, 130). Even though Bauman (2000) and Giddens (1990) connect the process of reflexive modernization to individual responsibilization of work-related risks too, they understand the former differently from Beck. Whereas Beck (1995) defines reflexivization primarily as a structural transformation process that partly takes place unconsciously, Giddens conceives of it as a constant appropriation of new knowledge as the basis for social organization and self-identity. Individuals are thus increasingly left to their own choices due to the disappearance of traditions. Without the safety and security provided by preexisting traditions and predetermined social identities, individuals have no choice but to make choices about their self-identity, their relations with others and about how to plan and live their lives: ‘we have no choice but to choose how to be and how to act’ (Ekberg 2007, 346; see also Heiskala 2011, 11). This consciousness is closely linked to the perception of individual responsibility for work-related risks: we are increasingly supposed to present ourselves as the creators of our own biography, so that unemployment and poverty are experienced as individual failure and private fate, or, as Bauman (2000, 38) formulates it ‘being an individual de jure means having no one to blame for one’s own misery’ (see also Giddens 1991, 81).

These authors have taken up an ambivalent stance towards the desirability of reflexive modernity. Besides (involuntary) freedom of choice, Giddens and Bauman observe it brings existential insecurity, while Beck even denies the existence of freedom of choice in reflexive modernity, since choices primarily have to be made in terms of optimizing one’s own position on the labor market. This means none of these authors conceive of reflexive modernity merely as desirable. However, they all assume reflexive modernity supplies a social context in which individuals citizens increasingly take for granted that they have to take into account their self-interest while making choices: ‘… there is an emphasis on responsible risk-taking, which requires entities to learn to choose among appropriate risk management techniques that will yield security and prosperity’ (Ericson 2005). This focus on the personal consequences of individual choices brings along that work-related risks are designated an individual responsibility:

Hence, the cultural ubiquity of risk in everyday life – from the problem of crime to welfare and pension provision – feeds a process of individualization through which individuals become responsibilized into a perpetual process of decision-making and inured to making personal risk assessments. (Hudson 2003, 44, cited in Mythen 2007, 798).

Hence, according to all definitions of reflexive modernization the idea of the centrality of self-interests in the choices people make has increasingly become institutionalized and results in an individual responsibilization of work-related risks. The risk society hypothesis hence predicts that utilitarian individualism leads to an individualization of work-related risks.

Collective responsibilization

Lau (2009) explicitly opposes those who link utilitarian individualism to individual responsibilization of work-related risks. According to him, neoliberalism has
brought forth a so-called ‘blame culture’ as an outgrowth of the ‘claim culture’ that has spread from the USA to other western countries since the 1960s.1 This claim culture has allegedly provided fertile soil for the introduction of business-like models in the public sector. Consequently, Lau asserts that the opinion has taken root that citizens are entitled to protection by the state and that it is the duty of the state to offer this protection (‘duty of care’). Individual citizens are held to increasingly behave as ‘consumer-citizens’ who automatically scapegoat the government for untoward events, irrespective of whether these concern industrial or natural disasters, criminality, or unemployment. Hence, ‘contrary to Giddens, Bauman and Beck, in the culture of blame, uncertainty is rejected, and individual responsibility decidedly takes a backseat’ (Lau 2009, 680). In a follow-up article, Lau (2012) writes

... there is a general retreat of individual responsibility today concerning the consequences of life choices and decisions and the handling of life’s contingencies. State protection against such consequences is sometimes sought by ‘victims’. Contrarily, Giddens, Beck, and Bauman all argue that contemporary modernity is characterized by individuals actively assuming responsibility for their own life choices and decisions, and facing the risks/consequences accordingly.

Lau hence hypothesizes that an utilitarian-individualistic attitude rather leads to a collective responsibilization of risks: ‘Neoliberalism emphasizes individual responsibility; ironically, partly as an unintended consequence of its program, individual responsibility has given way to blaming others’ (Lau 2009, 679; see also Furedi 2004). The blame culture hypothesis hence predicts that utilitarian individualism results in a collective responsibilization of work-related risks.2

**Labor-market vulnerability and responsibilization of work-related risks**

The theories of the risk society and of blame culture both assume that the rise of utilitarian individualism has universal consequences for the responsibilization of work-related risks. Whereas only the theory of the risk society has been critiqued for this (Mythen 2007, 800), the theory of blame culture entails exactly the same assumption of an undifferentiated trend towards a collective responsibilization of work-related risks. These universalistic claims stem from their insufficient attention to the distribution of risks. Lau’s theory of the blame culture does not pay any attention to this at all, while Beck is inconsistent in this respect: he simultaneously states that risks are unevenly distributed and that the so-called new risks are equalizing, because not even the privileged classes can evade these risks because of their invisibility, incalculability, and border and generation transgressing nature. Hence, he is inconsistent, or undecided, on whether exposure to risk in the risk society is egalitarian or hierarchical (Ekberg 2007, 361).

However, research unequivocally points in the direction of a strong correlation between class and risk, with those less able to acquire the goods being more adversely affected by bads (Mythen 2005, 141, 144; 2007, 799).3 Although it has been demonstrated that younger generations are more successful than older ones in planning their personal lives and realizing their occupational ambitions, these outcomes are less likely for members of the working class than for those of more privileged classes. Even though contemporary risk society hence offers ample opportunities for ‘writing one’s personal biography’, success in doing so clearly
remains socially structured (Taylor-Gooby and Cebulla 2010; see also Threadgold and Nilan 2009) in the sense that work-related risks reproduce class differences (Lash 1995, 120, 127–35; Achterberg and Snel 2008).

Two theories have been proposed to counter the universalistic pretenses of the theory of the risk society and the theory of the blame culture. They both propose specifications of the latter by assuming that the impact of utilitarian individualism on the responsibilization of work-related risks is stronger for those in vulnerable labor-market positions than for those in more privileged ones.

### Vulnerability and individual responsibilization

The third theory relates the responsibilization of work-related risks to increasing resentment among the lower socioeconomic strata. The reasons given for this increase are that social status has become increasingly visible, while its legitimacy has steadily declined because the link between status and personal achievement has loosened and because success is increasingly attributed to chance (Turner 2011). Hence, the subordinate strata want to be compensated for their unfortunate position and, in the absence of compensation, they want revenge. However, since class loyalties have disappeared to a large extent in western societies, ‘resentment in modern times is an individualized emotion or disposition which, while it might be shared by a large number of people, does not lend itself to collective action’ (Turner 2011, 88). In other words, people in weak labor-market positions are assumed to constitute not so much a solidary and cohesive social class, but rather a loose collection of poorly qualified people who fiercely compete with one another on an ample labor market (Kochuyt and Derks 2003) – an ‘acid bath of competition’ that ‘causes the isolation of individuals within homogeneous social groups’ (Beck 1992, 94).

This competitive battle between people in vulnerable labor-market positions elicits forced individualism, because they feel entirely left to themselves in this struggle with distrusted others who share a strained economic position. The latter explains, for example, why poor black jobholders are reluctant to assist job seekers in finding work. They are preoccupied with preserving their own reputations at work and are afraid that job seekers will ‘bring the street to the job’ by engaging in drug and alcohol abuse and related, untrustworthy behaviors at the workplace (Smith 2007, 94). Moreover, it also explains why people who are dependent on social benefits not only suspect each other of social benefit fraud and undeclared work but also vehemently reproach each other for doing so because this would render the welfare state unaffordable. Therefore, they support a stringent social security system (Kochuyt and Derks 2003). Furthermore, the disadvantaged tend to think they deserve redistribution of wealth and blame social benefit services for their lack of success of elevating themselves from their deprivation (Kochuyt and Derks 2003). Hence their distrust in the welfare state: an instrument to provide well-paid and comfortable jobs to self-interested civil servants who cater to a class of ‘welfare scroungers’ that freeloads on the hard work of the common man (conform Andersen 1992). This implies that people in weak labor-market positions combine support for economic equality and redistribution with a marked ‘anti-welfarism’, a highly critical view of the welfare state (Achterberg, Houtman, and Derks 2011). The well to do are rather in search of legitimacy for their privileged position than for income and are as such less plagued by resentment and disappointment about what the welfare state has to offer to them (Turner 2011). As a consequence, they are less
inclined than the deprived to combine support for economic redistribution with anti-welfarism and an individual responsibilization of work-related risks (Achterberg, Houtman, and Derks 2011).

The foregoing suggests that utilitarian individualism is especially linked to an individual responsibilization of work-related risks among the disadvantaged, because they will be most inclined to perceive welfare dependency as resulting from laziness that is encouraged by social workers and civil servants who need the poor to secure their own jobs (Sefton 2003). The resulting resentment hypothesis hence predicts that supporters of utilitarian individualism with insecure labor-market positions are more inclined to individual responsibilization of work-related risks than supporters of utilitarian individualism with more economically secure positions.

**Vulnerability and collective responsibilization**

The fourth and last theory is diametrically opposed to the previous one. It links the responsibilization of work-related risks to the rise of a narcissistic culture, in which traditional hierarchical relationships have given way to more egalitarian relationships (Dalrymple 2010; Lasch 1979; Van den Brink 2002; Van Stokkum 2010). This transition has allegedly led to abundant attention for personal feelings and experiences, to overconfidence, and to inability to adjust. This means that, on the one hand, those concerned resent the liberties that others can afford themselves, while, on the other hand, they refuse to compromise their personal freedom and maneuvering space (Boutellier 2003). Narcissists hence demand security and disciplining, but prefer to be provided by others (Boutellier 2005), so that double standards are applied: responsibility for the risks run by others is individualized, whereas responsibility for risks run by oneself is collectivized. From this follows the narcissism hypothesis, according to which supporters of utilitarian individualism collectivize the responsibility for work-related risks if they occupy vulnerable labor-market positions, while they individualize these same risks if they occupy secure economic positions.

**Hypotheses**

All four theories link utilitarian individualism to the responsibilization of work-related risks, although they do so in strikingly different ways. According to the risk society hypothesis, utilitarian individualism represents a laissez-faire political ideology that results in an individual responsibilization of work-related risks. The blame culture hypothesis understands utilitarian individualism as a role definition as demanding consumer citizen and, hence, a collective responsibilization of work-related risks. The resentment hypothesis conceives of utilitarian individualism as the frustration expressed by people who find themselves unwillingly left in vulnerable labor-market positions. As such, it predicts that supporters of utilitarian individualism with a vulnerable labor-market position are more inclined to an individual responsibilization of work-related risks than supporters of utilitarian individualism who occupy a more privileged economic position. The narcissism hypothesis, finally, conceives of utilitarian individualism as an egoistic strategy of always serving self-interests at its best, resulting in the expectation that supporters of utilitarian individualism with a vulnerable labor-market position are more inclined to a collective responsibilization of work-related risks than supporters of utilitarian individualism with a more privileged economic position. We will test the tenability of these four hypotheses by way of a questionnaire survey.
Data, measurement, and method

Data

In order to test the hypotheses, we used data that were collected in 2006 in the Netherlands. The data collection was done using Centerdata’s panel (University of Tilburg), which is representative for the Dutch public. A total of 2682 individuals were selected to participate in the study, of which 1972 respondents completed the questionnaire, giving a response rate of 73 percent. A comparison with official statistics from Statistics Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek) showed that older people, higher income groups and higher educational groups were slightly overrepresented in the sample, which we corrected using a weighting factor.4

Measurement

We used eight items to measure responsibilization. We expected that individual and collective responsibilization constituted the end points of one and the same dimension, but from our factor-analytic results, this proved not to be the case. The eight items we used to measure the responsibilization of dropping out of work loaded on two underlying latent factors instead of one (see Table 1). Moreover, the correlation between the scales for individual and collective responsibilization was rather low (−0.20; p < 0.01). Hence, we decided to measure both kinds of responsibilization with separate scales.

Individual responsibilization was measured with three items that together constitute a highly reliable scale (Cronbach’s α = 0.92). Assuming that the belief of having the power to control labor risks such as unemployment, disability, and inability to work because of sickness implies the responsibility to do so, we asked respondents to indicate to what extent they thought they had control over these risks. The answering categories were: 1. No control at all, 2. No control, 3. No clear opinion, 4. Some control, 5. Total control, 6. Do not know, with the loadings on the first factor given in brackets: 1. ‘Unemployment’ (0.59), 2. ‘Disability’ (0.85), 3. ‘Inability to work because of sickness’ (0.85). Scale scores were calculated as the mean score for every respondent having a valid score on at least

Table 1. Factor analysis of items indicating responsibilization (varimax-rotated solution, N = 1771).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent do you think you have control over</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unemployment</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disability</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inability to work because of sickness</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent do you think the government is responsible for providing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• work for immigrants</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• work for everybody who needs it</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• medical care for all ill people</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a reasonable standard of living</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what degree do you think the government should offer a job to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>everybody who wants to work?</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalue</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two of the three items used to measure individual responsibilization. Higher scores on this scale indicate that respondents think work-related risks are an individual responsibility.

**Collective responsibilization** was measured with five items that together constitute a reliable scale (Cronbach’s α = 0.63). In this case, respondents were asked to indicate to what extent they think the government is responsible for four different tasks (1. Certainly not, 2. Perhaps not, 3. Perhaps so, 4. Certainly so, 5. Do not know), with the loadings on the first factor given in brackets: 1. ‘Provide work for immigrants’ (0.71), 2. ‘Provide work for everybody who needs it’ (0.78), 3. ‘Providing medical care for all ill people’ (0.55), 4. ‘Providing a reasonable standard of living’ (0.61). Moreover, they were asked to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the statement that ‘the government should offer a job to everybody who wants to work’ (0.50). For those respondents having at least three valid scores on these five items, mean scores were calculated to create a scale for collective responsibilization. A high score indicates much collective responsibilization.

We conceive of **utilitarian individualism** as the internalization of the norm that people have to make rational calculative choices which optimize their life chances. We have measured this independent variable with five items that together constitute a barely reliable scale (Cronbach’s α = 0.59). Respondents were asked to what degree they agreed (1. Strongly disagree, 2. Disagree, 3. Neither disagree nor agree, 4. Agree, 5. Strongly agree, 6. Do not know) with the following statements (the loadings on the first factor are given in brackets): 1. ‘I prioritize my personal interests above those of others’ (0.61); 2. ‘I enjoy it when I can do a favor to other people’ (0.67; inverted item), 3. ‘Whenever I do something for somebody else, I want to get something back for it’ (0.66), 4. ‘I hardly ever think of the interest of others’ (0.69), 5. ‘I tend to feel involved with the problem of others rather quickly’ (0.45; inverted item). In order to create a scale, we calculated mean scores on at least four out of five items measuring utilitarian individualism. It goes without saying that utilitarian individualists score high on this scale.

**Labor-market vulnerability** was measured with four items that together constitute a highly reliable scale (Cronbach’s α = 0.92). We asked respondents to indicate how real they deemed the chance of having to invoke a particular social security benefit (1. No chance, 2. Very small, 3. Small, 4. Neither small, nor large, 5. Large, 6. Very large, 7. I already receive it) with the following statements (the loadings on the first factor are given in brackets): 1. ‘Sickness benefit’ (0.81), 2. ‘Unemployment benefit’ (0.88), 3. ‘Disability benefit’ (0.79), 4. ‘Social benefit’ (0.72). Factor scores were used to measure labor-market vulnerability. People scoring high on this scale are more vulnerable on the labor market.

As control variables we used age, gender, level of education, and net household income. **Age** is measured in years, ranging from 16 through to 91. 49.9% of the respondents are **males** and 51.1% are **females**. **Net household income** is measured in Euros per month and has been coded into four categories: 1. 1150 Euros or less, 2. 1151–1800 Euros, 3. 1801–2600 Euros, 4. more than 2600 Euros. Educational level was measured using the highest level attained. Respondents have been recoded into six educational categories (percentages in brackets): 1. Primary education (11.4); 2. Lower secondary education (23.8); 3. Higher secondary education (11.4); 4. Intermediary tertiary education (30.4); 5. College (13.9); and 6. University (9.0).
Method

We tested the hypotheses with a linear ordinary least square regression analysis, entering all variables at the same time (method enter). Furthermore, in order to provide a test for hypotheses 3 and 4, which assume interactions between utilitarian individualism and labor-market vulnerability, an interaction term was calculated by multiplying utilitarian individualism with labor-market vulnerability. This interaction term was added to the regression models. Since we basically want to test two sets of contrary hypotheses (hypotheses 1 and 2 predict opposite outcomes, as well as hypotheses 3 and 4 do), we applied two-sided tests for significance. As the factor analysis presented above shows that there are two dependent variables, one tapping collective responsibilization and one tapping individual responsibilization, regression analyses have been done separately for each dependent variable. The results are shown in Table 2. As the interpretation of interaction terms is harder than say direct effects, we presented the significant interactions we found graphically using the estimations in the models to predict the effect of utilitarian individualism on responsibilization for different levels of labor-market vulnerability.

Results

The first two hypotheses bear upon the direct effects of utilitarian individualism on the responsibilization of work-related risks. The risk society hypothesis emphasizes the centrality of people making their own choices serving their self-interest, and hence predicts that utilitarian individualism leads to an individualization of work-related risks. Conversely, the blame culture hypothesis predicts that utilitarian individualism results in rendering the government responsible for untoward events, and, hence, a collective responsibilization of work-related risks. Table 2 shows that utilitarian individualism increases an individual responsibilization of work-related risks and decreases a collective responsibilization. This means our findings support the risk society hypothesis but do not support the blame culture hypothesis. In other words, our findings are in line with the idea that utilitarian individualism plays a role as a laissez-faire ideology that emphasizes individual responsibility, but are contradictory to utilitarian individualism conceived of as a role definition as a consumer citizen which renders the government responsible for the management of work-related risks.

Table 2. Individual and collective responsibilization explained by utilitarian individualism, labor-market vulnerability and their interaction (Beta’s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Individual responsibilization</th>
<th>Collective responsibilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilitarian individualism</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>-0.12**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor-market vulnerability</td>
<td>-0.25**</td>
<td>0.36**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilitarian individualism* labor-market vulnerability</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>-0.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$ (including control variables) a</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aR squared denotes the percentage of the differences in the dependent variable that can be attributed to utilitarian individualism, labor-market vulnerability, their interaction term, and four other independent variables used as covariates (i.e. age, gender, educational level, net household income).

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 (two-tailed tests for significance)
Besides Table 1 shows, the more vulnerable one’s labor-market position, the less inclined one is to perceive work-related risks as an individual responsibility and the more inclined one is to perceive it as a collective responsibility.

The last two hypotheses bear upon the interaction effect of an insecure labor-market position and utilitarian individualism. The *resentment hypothesis* predicts that supporters of utilitarian individualism with a vulnerable labor-market position are more inclined to an individual responsibilization of work-related risks than supporters of utilitarian individualism who occupy a more privileged economic position out of frustration of their own deprivation. The *narcissism hypothesis* predicts that supporters of utilitarian individualism with a vulnerable labor-market position are more inclined to a collective responsibilization of work-related risks than supporters of utilitarian individualism with a more privileged economic position, because this serves their self-interests best. Table 1 shows a positive interaction effect of an insecure labor-market position and utilitarian individualism on the individual responsibilization of work-related risks and a negative one on the collective responsibilization of work-related risks. This supports the hypothesis stating that supporters of utilitarian individualism with a vulnerable labor-market position tend to perceive work-related risks more as an individual and less as a collective responsibility than those who find themselves in a more secure labor-market position. Figures 1 and 2 graphically depict these two interaction effects. Conform the interaction terms in Table 1, Figure 1 shows that the more vulnerable the labor-market position, the stronger the positive effect of utilitarian individualism on individual responsibilization, while Figure 2 shows that the more vulnerable the labor-market position, the stronger the negative effect of utilitarian individualism on collective responsibilization. This means that our findings do not support the *narcissism hypothesis* but do support the *resentment hypothesis*. Hence, utilitarian individualism does not seem to operate as an egocentric strategy used to buck-pass the responsibility for risks run by oneself on to the community, while it may play a role as distrust of people who share their fate among the disadvantaged.

![Figure 1. Effect utilitarianism on individual responsibilization.](image-url)
Conclusion and discussion

We have tested the tenability of four theories about the consequences of utilitarian individualism on the management of work-related risk and found that it leads to individual rather than collective responsibilization. Furthermore, we have found that this tendency is strongest among supporters of utilitarian individualism who occupy a vulnerable labor-market position. Hence, both hypotheses pertaining to an individual responsibilization of work-related risks are supported by our findings, while those concerning a collective responsibilization of these risks are not supported by them. This implies that utilitarian individualism may operate as an ideological neoliberal doctrine rather than a self-centered attitude that privileges personal interest.

The latter tallies with Foucault’s analysis of neoliberalism as explicated by Lazzarato (2009). Central to neoliberalism, Foucault maintains, is an instituted competition that is constantly nourished and maintained by an inequality that serves to sharpen the appetites, minds, and instincts to drive individuals into permanent rivalry (see also Doogan 2009). It as such understands individuals as ‘entrepreneurs’ who maximize themselves as ‘human capital’ in competition with others, while ‘government “becomes a sort of enterprise whose task it is to universalize competition and invent market shaped systems of action for individuals, groups and institutions”’ (Shamir 2011, 315/316 citing Lemke 2001, 197). The individual responsibilization of work-related risks does not only add to the general insecuritization promoted by the neoliberal government of conduct, but also destroys social bonds and conditions for social cohesion (Lazzarato 2009, 111). Because economic relationships are by themselves unable to achieve being-one-with-the-other or being-together (l’être-ensemble), the neoliberal market logic intensifies the need for social and political integration, with disgust and animosity contributing to the constitution and fixing of territories and ‘identities’ which ‘capital’ lacks (Lazzarato 2009, 130). The institutionalization of competition thus contributes to an individual responsibilization of work-related risks, with especially the defeated inclined to attribute responsibility for work-related risks to others who share their own sorry
fate. This enables them to dispel suspicions that their failure in the competitive battle may result from their denouncement of the norms that underlie neoliberalism. The fact that particularly people in vulnerable labor-market positions emphasize individual responsibility for work-related risk underscores that even those who suffer most from neoliberalism accept its ideology.

However, our study is limited in five respects. First, not all of our measurements have been optimal. We have measured individual responsibilization with a question concerning the extent to which respondents think they have control over the risks of unemployment, disability, and inability to work because of sickness. In doing so, we have assumed feelings of control automatically imply feelings of personal responsibility to control these risks as well. It would have been better to have asked for perceived personally responsibility more directly. Moreover, the reliability of the scale for utilitarian individualism was weak and is in need of improvement. Second, we have focused on work-related risks only. Follow-up research is needed to find out to what extent our findings are generalizable to other kinds of risks as well. Third, we have assumed our findings pertain to modern, western societies in general but have limited our study to the Netherlands only. Since the Netherlands is a highly individualized country (Van der Veen, Achterberg, and Raven 2012, 27–8) and has been a vanguard when it comes to the implementation of activating labor-market policies emphasizing individual responsibility in a traditionally elaborate welfare state (Lindsay and McQuaid 2008, 354), the Dutch case has offered a good opportunity to study the impact of utilitarian individualism on the responsibilization of work-related risks. However, it should be tested whether our findings can be generalized to other modern, western countries as well. Four, because all four theories are based on the assumption that utilitarian individualism has increased, longitudinal follow-up research should investigate whether or not this is actually the case; if so, whether work-related risks have increasingly come to be understood as an individual responsibility because of this; and whether the latter notion has particularly increased among citizens who occupy the most vulnerable labor-market positions. Finally, even though we have tested hypotheses about the consequences of utilitarian individualism for responsibilization of work-related risk, we have not explicitly studied the mechanisms assumed to underlie these consequences. Successively, the theory of the risk society assumes utilitarian individualism to function as a laissez-faire political ideology, the theory of the blame culture as a role definition as consumer citizen, the theory of lower class resentment as a strategy to cope with the negative feeling of being left to oneself unwillingly, and the theory of the culture of narcissism as a drive to serve self-interest best at all times. In order to decrease the gap between these theories and their empirical test, follow-up research should include measures for these explanatory variables themselves.

The limitations of our study are significant. This means our conclusions are provisional. Nonetheless, we have undertaken a serious attempt to empirically test theoretical assumptions underpinning ongoing debates about changes in contemporary modernity. This is what our study contributes to the literature. Whereas Beck has been extensively criticized for the lack of empirical underpinning of his theory of the risk society (Alexander 1996; Draper 1993; Mythen 2007, 802; Taylor-Gooby and Cebulla 2010, 732; Zinn 2008, 47/48), representatives of the other strains of modernization theory can be criticized for this as well. As such, conflicting grand narratives about modernization theory can be criticized for this as well. As such, conflicting grand narratives about modernization can be found abreast peacefully in the literature, which means that they need to be revised if they run into conflict with findings from
empirical social research (Heiskala 2011, 16). Accepting this motto, our tentative findings suggest theories about the rise of a blame culture and a culture of narcissism, both assuming increased collective responsibilization of work-related risks driven by increased utilitarian individualism, are flawed and need to be revised.

The practical relevance of our findings is not self-evident. If public support of the individual responsibilization of work-related risks has indeed increased, then this does not imply public support of the collective responsibilization of these risks has decreased to the same extent. After all, we have shown that the negative correlation between supports of both kinds of responsibilization is not strong. In other words: weakening collective forms of protection against work-related risks does not automatically yield as much support as strengthening the individual responsibilization of these risks (see also Van der Veen, Achterberg, and Raven 2012).

Moreover, the assumed increased support of the individual responsibilization of work-related risks corresponds with the way the Dutch welfare state and that of other developed countries has been transformed during the last few decades; social rights have been curtailed and rights to social benefits have been combined with obligations to work (Raven 2012). However, according to the resentment theory, supporting the individual responsibilization of work-related risks does not automatically imply a willingness to take personal responsibility for these risks. Allegedly, supporters of utilitarian individualism in vulnerable labor-market positions allocate individual responsibility for these risks to others who share their fate, but do not apply this responsibility to themselves to the same extent. This implies supporters of utilitarian individualism in vulnerable labor-market positions support the individual responsibilization of work-related risks in a general sense, but not or much less when it applies to themselves. Moreover, supporting individual responsibility for work-related risks can undermine feelings of solidarity. After all, Foucault suggests that people in vulnerable labor-market positions who support the individual responsibilization of work-related risks tend to favor a harsher treatment of others who share their fate in order to improve their own competitive position on the labor market. This implies that although increasing support of the individual responsibilization of work-related risks corresponds with the way welfare states have been transformed, it simultaneously instigates political conflict.

In short, increasing support of the individual responsibilization of work-related risks does not automatically imply decreasing support of the collective responsibilization of these risks, does not automatically imply that supporters of utilitarian individualism in vulnerable labor-market positions apply individual responsibilization to themselves, and may nourish political conflicts.
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Notes
1. Two empirical studies conclude that at least in the Netherlands (Eshuis 2003) and the UK (Hand 2010) no such thing as an increased claim culture exists, which is consistent with the suggestion by Silbey (2009) and Almond (2009) that such a notion is basically a myth.
2. De Tocqueville (1986) had already foreseen the possibility of a collective responsibilization of risks in his *De la démocratie en Amérique*. Herein he argues that the USA were an example of a democracy that combines attention for individual liberty with active citizenship. The latter he primarily attributed to the prominent role of Christian religion that was translated in participation in charity organizations and social clubs. As such, he held secularization to result in citizens increasingly acting out of pure self-interest, rendering the government responsible for unforeseen events damaging this self-interest. Hence, it is understandable that the decreased dominance of traditional Christian faith in the USA and most other western countries has provoked a collective responsibilization of risks, as assumed by Lau (2009).

3. This also holds for new risks like climate change (Alario and Freudenburg 2010).

4. Not weighing the sample, though, does not yield any different results from those presented in this article.
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